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BAMBURGH VILLAGE
GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY, FIELDWALKING
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRIAL TRENCHING
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.0.1

This report sets out the results of geophysical survey, fieldwalking and excavation,
carried out by the Bamburgh Research Project (BRP), as part of a Your Heritage grant
from the Heritage Lottery Fund. The Geophysical survey was carried out in
September 2004, fieldwalking undertaken in February 2005, and the trial trench was
excavated in August 2005.

1.0.2

The Bamburgh Research Project was set up in 1996 to investigate Bamburgh Castle
and its environs in order to better understand this site of international importance and
to bring the results to as wide an audience as possible. The present work was
undertaken as part of the project 'Kings, Lepers and Townsfolk: Looking for the Past
Inhabitants of Bamburgh', which ran from 2004 to 2006. The project sought to
identify important archaeological sites in the village environs, including those known
from medieval records but whose location was uncertain, identify new areas of
interest, and to more fully involve people from the local community in both collecting
archaeological data and understanding their heritage.

2.0

LOCATION

2.0.1

Geophysical survey was conducted over a number of arable and pasture fields west
and south-west of Bamburgh Village, with the aim of identifying the location of a
medieval hospital, the extent of the medieval borough of Bamburgh, and the nature of
three large mounds, at least one of which was a burial mound. Survey comprised
magnetometry by TimeScape Surveys and resistivity-profiling by Northumbrian
Surveys. The results of the survey of the mounds and subsequent excavation is
presented in a separate report (BRP 06/02) (Figures 1 and 2).

2.0.2

Fieldwalking took place within a field at the south-west of the village, over a large
potentially archaeological anomaly identified by the geophysical survey (Figure 2). A
single trial trench was excavated on a further geophysical anomaly towards the west
of the village, thought to be a structure associated with the hospital (Figure 8).

3.0

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF THE VILLAGE

3.1

Prehistoric Period

3.1.1

The earliest human activity in the Bamburgh area dates from the Mesolithic period.
This early period is usually characterised as one of limited groups of hunter-gatherers
occupying temporary camps, often to be found by the sea and along river or stream
courses. However, at Howick, 17km south of Bamburgh, recent excavation has
uncovered a circular, sunken-floor house of Mesolithic date, showing that permanent
settlements could also exist (Waddington 2003, 394-6). A similar house has also
recently been discovered near Dunbar. Finds of flints of Mesolithic date have
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occurred immediately south of the castle, and there are two find spots near Budle,
2km to the north-west, one of which comprised over 300 flints. The Neolithic period
marked the introduction of farming, together with the production of pottery and many
more permanent settlements. A Neolithic axe head has been found near Budle.
3.1.2

Two burials of Bronze Age date were discovered within the southern-most of the
three mounds south of the village in the 19th century. These comprised a cist
containing a human burial together with a pottery vessel, probably a cremation. The
mound is now a scheduled ancient monument. As barrows often occur in groups, the
two other mounds south of the village, similar in size (over 50m in diameter) may also
have been used for burial. The eastern and southern mounds are both marked as
‘tumuli’ on the first edition Ordnance Survey map of AD 1860. With confirmed
Bronze Age burials, the presence of some degree of settlement is likely, though the
focus of such activity may lie on the defensible rock plateau now occupied by the
castle.

3.1.3

Pottery of Iron Age date is referred to from the excavations undertaken by Dr Brian
Hope-Taylor, in both the 1960s and 1970s in the castle, and demonstrates that the
castle site represented the focus of settlement activity at Bamburgh from at least that
time if not earlier (Hope-Taylor 1960, 11). No further finds of Iron Age date are
known from the village area. While precise dating during the later prehistoric period
cannot be ascertained, the reported presence of a hut circle on Brady Crag and of a
number of cropmark enclosures identified in the Bamburgh area, including one
located in a field to the immediate south-west of the village demonstrate the
Bamburgh environs were a settled landscape during the later prehistoric period. The
discovery of a small number of potentially worked flints in test pits at the western end
of the village supports such an interpretation (BRP 2003, 7).

3.2

Roman period

3.2.1

Pottery of Romano-British date was recovered during the excavations by both the
BRP and Dr Hope-Taylor within Bamburgh Castle, signalling occupation of the site
probably throughout this period. Although Bamburgh does not appear in the
documentary record from this time it seems likely that occupation of the site by native
rulers or client chiefs must form part of the history of the site, even if such occupation
was intermittent. Evidence to predict the wider settlement of Bamburgh for this period
is not available at this time, but is likely to be a continuation of the later prehistoric
landscape.

3.3

Early medieval period

3.3.1

Bamburgh like Edinburgh and Dumbarton is believed, from documentary evidence, to
have formed a focus to a British kingdom in the immediate post-Roman period.
Anglo-Saxon settlement is thought to have begun at Bamburgh in the mid 6 th century
(H.E., 562). By the 7th century, Bamburgh, had become the pre-eminent centre of the
Anglo-Saxon dynasty that came to dominate Northumbria.

3.3.2

The burial ground at the Bowl Hole, 300m to the south of the fortress site, which was
first identified in AD 1817 and is currently being investigated by the BRP, has been
dated to the 7th to 8th century AD from artefactual and 14C evidence. The failure, at the
present time, to identify burials from the pre-Christian period (late 6 th to mid 7th
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century AD) may indicate the presence of an earlier cemetery elsewhere in the area.
Pagan burial grounds are often attracted to pre-existing monuments as a focus. It can
be speculated therefore, that the Bronze Age barrows in the fields to the south of the
village could have formed the focus to an earlier cemetery.
3.3.3

It is clear from documentary sources and excavated evidence that an early medieval
site of international importance lies beneath the castle. However, it appears very likely
that an early medieval site also lies in the area of the modern village. While references
to Bamburgh in pre-conquest documents use the Latin term urbs (fortress) to denote
the residence of the kings, Bede notes the existence of a separate but closely linked
settlement nearby. St. Aidan is stated as having died within the church situated in a
royal vill (villa regis) near to the urbs of Bamburgh. Royal vills were the centres of
extensive estates, to which the local populace owed service and taxes (Campbell
1979, 44). The present parish church at Bamburgh is unique as the only known
medieval dedication to St. Aidan in England. This, together with its position, strongly
suggests that the church in which St. Aidan died was the predecessor of the present
parish church, and that a royal vill or estate centre lies under the present village
(Cambridge 1995, 136-8). Aidan and his successors used the various royal vills as
centres for missionary work (Bede, H.E., 262), and in many, groups of non-monastic
priests are believed to have been established (Cambridge 1984, 79-80). Early
medieval church sites are often of substantial scale such that it is entirely possible,
even likely, that the early church occupied a wider perimeter than the present church
yard. It is possible therefore that the early medieval church site could be extensive
over the northern part of the area occupied by the present village.

3.3.4

In addition to a potentially large ecclesiastical presence, the royal vill settlement is
likely to have covered an extensive area. The excavated site at Yeavering covered an
area in excess of 350m by 250m, while cropmarks at Milfield (which may have been
in use longer) covered an area 1100m by 450m, including apparent clusters of
rectangular sunken featured buildings (Hope-Taylor 1977, fig. 12, Tinniswood and
Harding 1991, 96; Scull and Harding 1990, 3). By their size, the Yeavering and
Milfield sites would cover the majority of Bamburgh village. The potential scale of
the Anglo-Saxon presence at Bamburgh as a whole is testified to by Bede’s use of the
terms urbs and civitas to describe the royal centres at Bamburgh. The combination of
the two terms is used only rarely to describe sites of the importance of London and
Canterbury (M. Welsh, 1992, 24-5).

3.3.5

One of the principle advantages of Bamburgh lies with its coastal location which
provided excellent communications. Beach sites were used as trading emporia at that
time and it is likely that Bamburgh would have been included in the trading pattern of
the north east coast. Investigation of an area of low-lying ground immediately to the
north of the fortress site has indicated the presence of an area suitable for a small
harbour. The presence of such a facility is supported by documentary reference to the
seizure of ships at Bamburgh in the early 12th century. The presence of a harbour may
well have formed a focus to its immediate area attracting structures, track ways or
roads.

3.3.6

During the later Anglo-Saxon period, the fortress remained the chief residence of a
dynasty of semi-independent Ældermen (later Earls), ruling north-east England and
much of south-east Scotland, until the final suppression of the Earldom in AD 1095.
While there is no direct documentary evidence, it would seem highly likely that some
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form of settlement lay outside the fortress at this time, the successor to the 7th century
royal vill, and which evolved into the known medieval town (see below).
3.4

Medieval period

3.4.1

A number of medieval features and sites are known to have been present in and
around the present village. The church of St Aidan located at the west side of the
village contains structural work of the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries. Masonry
believed to be a part of The Master of Bamburgh's Tower, first noted in AD 1415, is
preserved within the east wall of the churchyard. A cell of Augustinian canons was
founded at Bamburgh by AD 1121. Masonry remains now built into the farm
buildings adjacent to Bamburgh Hall are noted as possibly representing part of the
monastic buildings (Pevsner 1992 157). If this is the case then it clearly demonstrates
that, as postulated for the early medieval church site, the boundary of St Aidan’s in
the medieval period was substantially larger than the present churchyard.

3.4.2

Two further ecclesiastical sites were present at Bamburgh during the medieval period.
A Dominican friary founded in AD 1265, lay some 300m west of St Aidan's church at
Friars Farm. Three burials and some of the structural remains were identified by
excavation in the 1960s and further archaeological work was undertaken at the time of
the construction of the recent housing development. Despite this work the full extent
of the site is not a present known. The third site is that of the Hospital of St Mary
Magdalene, in existence by AD 1256, the location of which is presently uncertain,
though as it is known from documentary evidence to have shared a common boundary
with the Dominican friary, the general area of its location can be surmised.
Traditionally, it has been equated with a low hill called Mizen Head at the south-west
edge of the village, the name thought to be a corruption of Maison Dieu ‘House of
God’ (Bateson 1893, 137). In addition, the upper part of the Mill Burn, north-west of
Mizen Head hill, was called the Spitalburn as late as AD 1774. However, the SMR
notes that evidence from a 17th century survey and an 18th century map place the site
some distance to the west of the village between the friary and Dukesfield, also the
site of a deserted medieval village. Wherever its location, a survey dated AD 1376
stated that the (by then ruined) hospital contained a chapel, hall, pantry, kitchen and
other chambers, in an enclosed site (ibid, 136-7).

3.4.3

It is known from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle that a siege of Bamburgh Castle was
conduct by William Rufus in 1095. A siege castle, called ‘Malvoisin’ was constructed
at that time (Garmonsway 1972, 231). The written history states that it lay within
shouting distance of Bamburgh Castle as insults were exchanged between those
within the castle and their besiegers. Two sites for the location of the feature have
been suggested. The SMR provides a possible location immediately to the east of
Armstrong House. The earthworks immediately to the north of the sports pavilion
represent the second possible site. No archaeological evidence exists to support or
refute either location.

3.4.4

A borough is known from documentary sources to have been present at Bamburgh
during the medieval period. The names of six streets within the town are mentioned
by these records. Spitalgate seems to have been a major thoroughfare, which extended
beyond the legal limits of the borough, and Ratonrawe, Pestethgate, Southgate,
Headrow and Northrawe are also mentioned (ibid, 127-30). Further features known to
be present include the Marketstead and three wells, Wyndewell, Edynwell and
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Maudelynswell, the later named as the principle source of the stream that turned the
kings mills. The mills themselves, of which two are mentioned, must have lain along
the Mill Burn, very likely well beyond the area of the present village. Maudeleynswell
lay on a boundary shared by the Dominican friary and the hospital. Spitalgate clearly
gained its name from the proximity of at least a part of the road to the hospital site.
The fact that a part of this street was taxed as external to the borough may be taken as
evidence that the hospital lay well beyond the focus of the settlement (Fraser 1968,
49-50). A further unnamed road described, in a grant of 1413, as ‘off Pestethgate to
the sea’ must have been located in the east side of the borough, as perhaps was
Pestethgate. The numerous medieval street names are hard to reconcile with the
present layout of the village. It seems likely therefore that the medieval borough
followed a somewhat different ground plan and may well have been larger in area that
the present village. Friaries, primarily due to their dates of foundation, were usually
sited at the edges of towns (Ottaway 1992, 202-4). The location of the mid 13 th
century Dominican Friary may therefore indicate the western extent of the town at
this date.
3.4.5

In addition to the numerous streets of the town, reference is made to properties in La
Baille of the castle (Bateson 1893, 129). While this may refer to one of the wards
within the castle, it may signify an outer bailey of the castle, in the area of the present
castle car park. Excavation in this area in 1961 revealed two medieval occupation
layers, one of late 12th / early 13th century date, the other of 14th or 15th century, both
covered by large quantities of wind-blown sand (Hope-Taylor 1962, 5-6).

3.4.6

The classic pattern for a medieval borough comprises a series of individual plots of
land with relatively narrow frontages onto a street, but stretching back for some
distance (known as burgage-plots). Such an arrangement appears to be reflected in the
general layout of both Front Street and part of the Wynding as depicted by the first
edition Ordnance Survey. Each may well represent one of the medieval streets
surviving to the present day, perhaps in the case of Front Street, Headrow or
Spitalgate. A broad linear earthwork (a sunken lane), which parallels the northern
boundary of the carpark and aligns with South Victoria Terrace, could represent the
remnant of an earlier street, or a back lane. If this identification is correct it also aligns
with Front Street and may indicate that the medieval street plan was grid based, rather
than centred on the triangular village green. The borough may have originally had a
port located immediately to the north of the castle. However by the mid 13 th century
documentary evidence notes the foundation of a harbour for the borough at
Warenmouth some 2km to the north, on the south side of Budle Bay (Bateson 1893,
193-5).

3.4.7

A number of the fields surrounding the village to both north and south show remains
of ridge and furrow cultivation. Such a cultivation technique was employed from the
late Anglo-Saxon period into the post medieval. The outbreak of fairly continuous
warfare between England and Scotland at the end of the 13 th century resulted in the
decline of Bamburgh as an urban centre during the latter part of the medieval period.
In both the early 14th and early 15th centuries, pleas were made to the king for tax
relief, and in the latter case, the townsfolk stated that the borough had been
depopulated as a result of Scottish raids. The decline was accelerated by the great
siege of the castle in AD 1464, and by the time of a survey in AD 1575, the town was
stated as being in advanced decay, with few houses and the abandonment of the
burgage-plot arrangement in large areas (ibid, 123-5, 132-3, 152-4).
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3.5

The post medieval period

3.5.1

The post-medieval history of the village is dominated by its ownership by a series of
great estates beginning with the purchase of the Castle and village by Nathaniel
Crewe, Bishop of Durham in the early 18th century. Lord Crewe’s death prompted the
foundation of the Bamburgh Trust, which functioned as an experiment in social
welfare, providing opportunities for education for the local community and
administering payments to the poor. A windmill constructed within the west ward of
the castle in the mid 18th century was used to grind corn for the poor of the district.
By the later 19th century the roll of the trust had been to a large extent taken over by
national legislation. It was purchased by the first Lord Armstrong in 1888.

3.5.2

The present plan of the village may well, in part, be the result of a re-alignment of the
streets, undertaken as a major reform of the village during the early post-medieval
period. If this is the case then it is most likely to have taken place during the period of
administration by the Lord Crewe Trust, as the village had assumed its present plan at
the time of the compilation of an estate survey of 1813 and the tithe map of 1846. The
Parliamentary Inclosure Act of 1774 mentions many of the fields which are shown in
1813. Many fields from these documents, and from a 17th century survey of Friars
Farm contain the element ‘close’ (an enclosed piece of land), implying that the
original medieval open field system was being gradually divided and enclosed for
some time before 1774 (Field 1993, 20-1).

3.5.3

A dovecote is present within the village; the style of the structure may indicate a 16th
or 17th century date. Such a structure would have been built by a rich or high status
individual, possibly the owner of the castle. Bamburgh Hall dates to the 18th century
and is a grade II listed building. A number of farm buildings located to the north and
east of the hall are of interest as they represent the early 19th century farming
tradition, a time of great reform and prosperity in farming in Britain and may, in
addition, contain elements of medieval masonry (Pevsner 1992, 157). Numerous of
the village structures are Grade II listed, including many of the buildings on Front
Street. A substantial group of buildings, the Armstrong Cottages, were constructed to
the south-east of the castle by the First Lord Armstrong for his employees engaged in
the reconstruction of the castle. Armstrong House dates to 1914 and was built as a rest
home for workers from the Armstrong’s Tyneside factories. A series of pillboxes and
concrete tank traps located to the north of the outlet of the Mill Burn were constructed
during the Second World War and represent Bamburgh’s latest role in the defences of
the North East.

4.0

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY RESULTS

4.0.1

Several areas were selected for geophysical survey, based primarily on the search for
elements of the medieval town and the hospital. Survey in arable fields was carried
out immediately after crops had been harvested. The summaries below are taken from
client reports prepared by TimeScape Surveys and Northumbrian Surveys. Areas 1
and 3 cover the mounds south of the village, and are the subject of a separate report.
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4.1

Magnetometer Survey

4.1.1

The survey areas each covered between 0.8 and 1.4 hectares (magnetometer areas 4 to
7). Surveyed areas were tied into the Ordnance Survey digital basemap using a Leica
TC403L total station. Survey was carried out using Geoscan FM36 gradiometers
employing 1m parallel traverses and 0.25m sample intervals. Geoplot 3, Terramodel
and Terravista software were used to analyse and map the data.
Area 4: West of St. Aidan's Church (Figure 3).

4.1.2 This area (0.8ha) was located west of St. Aidan's Church and east of the rectory, a late
18th or early 19th century structure, reputedly built on earlier foundations. The survey
area was sited to investigate the land adjacent to the church in order to identify
features that could be associated with a more extensive ecclesiastical establishment of
early medieval or medieval date. It is notable that the survey transect close to the
western wall of the church was some 1m higher than the churchyard; this is unusual.
This survey transect, not unexpectedly, exhibits features which are obviously of
several phases.
4.1.3 The direction of what is presumed to be medieval ridge and furrow is aligned east to
west. A small enclosure (28) is seen to comprise both positive and negative linear
elements, possibly suggesting foundations of a stone wall associated with a ditch. The
eastern sector terminates at the graveyard wall in the east whilst the north-south sector
may continue further to the north. A number of apparent pits (positive anomalies) are
seen within but this may merely indicate abridged ridge and furrow (i.e. furrow). A
linear parallel set of anomalies (29) appears to overlie or be cut by an enclosure ditch
(30). The linear anomalies (29) may be a track or road which links the priory precinct
with the church.
4.1.4 Towards the south-east corner of the transect a sub-rectangular ditch was detected
(31). This appears to be an enclose which contains a rectangular negative anomaly
(32), some 12m by 10m in size with an internal sub-division. This feature may
indicate the foundations of a stone building. In many respects this is similar to the
foundations excavated at Ancroft deserted medieval settlement, Northumberland
(Tyne & Wear 1998). There may be indications of a second building some 10m south,
but magnetic interference close to the modern road may be caused by services.
4.1.5 There is some suggestion of possible stone building foundations (33) further west and
close to the road. The evidence for these features is less secure and many of the
positive anomalies (pits and ditches), because of their number and complexity, have
been omitted from the anomaly plan. There is evidence of a number of linear positive
anomalies (34) that are set at 90º to the road. These potentially represent burgage plot
ditches.
Area 5: Mizen Head South (Figures 4 and 5)
4.1.6

The survey area was positioned to investigate if elements of the medieval borough
and or its associated boundary ditch could be identified beyond the present south-west
boundary of the village. Although a candidate for a boundary or defensive ditch was
not identified a large egg shaped ditch (35), some 140 m by 105m in circumference
adjacent to the road was seen to be present. The feature was aligned along a broadly
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east to west axis and appeared to show better preservation on its north side. The
topography shows that the ditch, which is up to 8m wide, follows the basal contours
of a locally prominent spur (noted on early maps as 'Mizen Head'). The western edge
of the ovoid appears to align with the modern road. At this point there appears to be a
gap in the ditch some 65m in width, where two distinct termini are evident. At the
southern terminal a section of the ditch in-curves some 12m (36), whilst at the
northern terminal a square ended boundary is visible (37). The field verge is some
10m wide at this point and was not suitable for survey. Beyond that to the west the
road and its verges accounted for another 15m (until Area 6 is reached), giving a total
distance of 25m which cannot be readily surveyed. It is possible that an additional
ditch may span the gap (38), in the region of the road somewhat in the fashion of an
external Roman titulum. This is, however, a speculative assessment.
4.1.7

As stated earlier, the ditch appears to be better preserved in the north. This may
indeed represent simply better preservation or be the result of an enhanced response
caused by more anaerobic conditions. It would appear that the ridge and furrow,
which is assumed to be medieval, based on its broad sinuous form, is of later date than
the enclosure ditch. The narrower striations indicate the modern ploughing direction.
The ridge and furrow within the enclosure was at one time certainly continuous across
it, but erosion has occurred towards the eastern sector. This corresponds to a steeper
part of the slope and indicates that erosion could be considerable, possibly as great as
0.5m. Invariably any earlier less substantial sub-surface features would have been
eroded as well.

4.1.8

There is a possibility that an eastern entrance to the enclosure exists (39), in the region
of 10m in width and with substantial post-pits at the terminus. However, this
interpretation must be viewed with caution as deposition of material may have
occurred at this point thereby degrading the magnetic response. It follows that an
overburden will also preserve any sub-surface features. There is some indication of a
possible negative internal curvilinear anomaly which mimics the course of the ditch
(40 & 41). The southern ditch seems to be less well-preserved judging from the
magnetic response; the northern sector is very strongly responsive for a ditch. This is
generally reflected in a purely non-archaeological physical response where, especially
east-west responses, have a return magnetic flux. This is often typified as a matching
negative response (return flux) which is stronger north of the feature. The return flux
south of the ditch is generally weaker.

4.1.9

This purely natural response sometimes masks true archaeological features. In this
instance the remnants of an inner bank may give a genuine negative response. This is
possibly more evident in the northern sector of the ditch (41). In addition co-located
with this feature are positive elements which may indicate pits (42), possibly
indicative of a palisade trench. External to the main ditch and towards the bottom of
the hill in the east is a broad strongly positive anomaly (43). This may indicate an
associated structure, rather than a robust response from a medieval furrow. The
eastern extent is uncertain as the lane of modern housing is located some 10m towards
the east. The field verge is, however, some 5m in width at this point. The evidence so
far indicates a possible prehistoric enclosure hitherto unparalleled in morphological
configuration in Northumberland. The significance of this observation will be
discussed later.
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4.1.10 Internally there are a number of features of interest, most of which are located in the
western sector of the enclosure. One notable feature close to the southern ditch
terminal (36) is what appears to be the outline of a rectangular structure (44) some
23m in length and 7-8m in width. Internal sub-divisions and other anomalies may be
present within. The alignment is east to west, and the nature of the magnetic response
may suggest post trenches for a wooden building. The picture is complicated by a
similar, but smaller feature (45), possibly another building, aligned north-west to
south-east across the eastern end of the 'building'. If both are buildings, clearly they
could not have co-existed. A number of less intense small sub-rectilinear positive
anomalies are located close to these features, and, in addition, a number of possible
individual 'pits' are located in the vicinity.
4.1.11 Immediately south and south-east of these two possible buildings, a number of
contiguous pit alignments are visible. A possible curvilinear alignment (46) appears to
curve to join the in-turned enclosure ditch terminal (36). A much more intense (and
circumscribed) curvilinear alignment (47) comprising some 7-8 large circular
anomalies ('pits'), are possibly set within a trench. The size of these 'pits' or 'postholes' is estimated to be in the region of 1.5 -2.5m. This alignment appears to start at
the enclosure ditch (35) and curve inward towards a sub-rectilinear positive anomaly
(48), with dimensions of 15m by 10m. This sub-rectangular feature (48) is apparently
cut centrally by a linear positive anomaly (49), some 12m in length. Both of these
features (48 & 49) may be formed from post-pits, but aligned more closely than the
pit alignments (46 & 47). A less intense short section (10m) of possible pits (50) is
located some 10m south of this complex of features.
4.1.12 Within a relatively small area 50m by 50m, a complex of anomalies was detected
close to the south-western terminal of the enclosure. Not all of these features can be
contemporaneous. An equally complex group of anomalies was detected near the
north-western terminal of the enclosure ditch (37). A sub-rectilinear (right angled)
group of possible pits (51) appeared to define an area some 30m by 38m. The eastern
boundary was delineated by a broad (c. 2m) apparent ditch some 14m in length. In
reality this highly magnetic feature is probably comprised of a number of large almost
contiguous pits. This is a very strong response (52), probably indicating pits (or a
ditch) of some depth. However, the purpose of this feature is unknown. Just south of
this is a small rectilinear feature (53), measuring 10m by 8m and possibly constructed
of post-pipes within a trench.
4.1.13 Other smaller features (54) are in proximity, and comprise linear negative and
positive anomalies of ill-defined morphology. This area is likely to include a
palimpsest of features, probably of different constructional phases. It is tempting to
suggest that two similar enclosures flank the inner termini of the ditches.
4.1.14 Within the eastern sector of the enclosure, as was indicated earlier, significant erosion
appears to have taken place. However, some low intensity features may be
recognised. A sub-circular feature (55), possibly containing a number of post-holes,
can be seen within the central area. No other features can be seen to be associated
with this anomaly. Towards the south a curvilinear positive anomaly (56), some 80m
in length, appears to parallel the main southern enclosure ditch. This is located 20m
from the ditch and may represent the remnants of a secondary smaller ditch with
palisade slot surviving in places. Towards the eastern extremity a slight positive subrectangular anomaly (57), some 8m by 6m, is evident with an east-west alignment.
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The origin and function is unknown. A second similar feature (58) is located some
15m towards the north-east and may be associated with a number of small bipolar and
positive anomalies. A superficial square negative anomaly (59) is seen to cross the
main enclosure ditch. The function is uncertain but the extreme regularity suggests a
recent feature.
4.1.15 Towards the south of the main enclosure ditch (35) a broad (4m) positive anomaly
(60) is found to continue towards the eastern edge of the survey area. The overall
length is 30m and it may be contemporary with the ovoid enclosure ditch. At the
western terminus of this ditch are a pair of linear parallel 'ditches' (61) some 2m apart
and possibly crossing the main enclosure ditch. A distinctive kink is seen towards the
southern extremity. This may indicate a causeway or path across the ditch that may
not be contemporary. A curvilinear positive anomaly also terminates at this
'causeway'. A square positive anomaly (62) is located towards the west of the
'causeway', and is some 8m in size. The function is unknown but may suggest a
foundation trench for a wooden building. A distinctive narrow linear negative
anomaly (63) may indicate the foundations of a stone field boundary wall. This
feature is some 200m in length, changing direction twice. The morphology looks
modern, but is not indicated on either the modern O.S. map or its 1860 predecessor.
Most field boundaries, especially those in lower ground, have a ditch associated with
them and usually accumulate ferrous debris. This is not the case with this anomaly
and it may indicate modern services ducting.
4.1.16 Towards the northern corner of the survey transect, within the corner of the field, a
large number of negative and positive and bipolar anomalies was detected (64). This
area represented a miscellaneous assortment of rectilinear, circular and curvilinear
anomalies. With the eye of faith, possible building foundations can be seen, but field
corners are notorious for their ability to collect non-specific rubble and ferrous
material. However, this is close to what must be assumed to be the edge of the
medieval town and should not be ignored.
4.1.17 The surprise of the survey was the discovery of this large enclosure, now known
colloquially as the 'Bamburgh Egg'. Comparative dating cannot be conducted by
geophysics in this instance, as the morphology and associated location appear to be
unique in Northumberland. The uncertainty is exacerbated by the inability to survey
the western edge of this feature because of the modern road. A second millennium BC
date could be postulated, but it is unlikely to be a causewayed enclosure or even a
henge. The remnants of a palisade slot survive in places immediately inside it. Such
slots usually contain some stone packing so it might give a positive anomaly for part
of its surviving length. As the ditch appears continuous it is unlikely to be a
causewayed enclosure. However, irregular/ovoid Iron Age ritual enclosures can be
found, such as Snettisham. Also, Iron Age rectilinear buildings do occur as long
houses (600 BC) which is followed by a round house period (500BC). Such an
example exists at Crickley Hill, Gloucestershire (Dixon and Bourne 1977). Secondary
use is always a possibility, which may account for the rectilinear building structures,
which may be Saxon in origin. The possibility exists that the enclosure may be
entirely early medieval in origin. Penda of Mercia was known to have laid siege to
Bamburgh and an alternative origin may suggest this was a defensive encampment (c.
AD 630). Only extensive excavation can give an answer the origins of this enclosure
and the associated features.
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Area 6: Mizen Head North (Figures 6 and 7)
4.1.18 No conclusive evidence had yet been found to indicate the presence of St. Mary’s
leper hospital, or indeed the town ditch. In view of the discoveries found within
Transect 5 it was decided to survey the field across the road west of the Mizen Hotel.
The area to the north-east formed a plateau with a relatively steep slope towards the
north-west. A double ditch feature (65) appears to be present on the higher ground.
The ditches appear to be some 3-4m in width and c. 15m apart. The northern edge is
less well-defined (66), but runs along a ridge where many small stones are visible. If
this is an enclosure, possibly of Iron Age date, there is no sign of the eastern entrance
usually found with such structures. However, across one of the inner ditches there is a
possible suggestion of a circular structure (67) some 15m in diameter, possibly with
an eastern entrance, and some internal features. Again this is typical in
Northumberland. A number of indefinite linear and curvilinear features are visible
within the 'enclosure', but have no distinguishing morphological characteristics.
4.1.19 Externally not many other features are visible apart from a number of apparent 'pits'
(68), which may be archaeologically significant. Some of these 'pits' may be attributed
to differential survival of the medieval ridge and furrow. A number of large positive
and bipolar anomalies (69) were detected close to the north-east field boundary.
Usually these represent services or drainage/sewage pits etc., and as the Mizen Hotel
was seen on the 1865 O.S. map these features may be attributed to that building. That
said, in such an archaeologically active area, nothing should be assumed.
4.1.20 A large 'pit' was detected towards the western edge of the transect (70), but it is not
apparently associated with any other features. Further south-east a small rectangular
feature (71) some 7m by 5m in size was detected, but its archaeological significance
is unknown. The length of the north-western field boundary was represented by a
bipolar linear anomaly (72). This type of response generally indicates a water pipe.
This field has been used for intensive arable farming for some time. Under these
conditions it is generally accepted that archaeological features do not survive well and
the quality of the geophysical data is adversely affected by ploughing (striations,
debris, metal etc.). If the ditches indicate an Iron Age ditched enclosure, long-term
survival cannot be guaranteed and investigation should be a priority. Hut circles are
often the worst affected and tend to survive as shallow lenses that are difficult to
detect using geophysics.
Area 7: South of Friary Farm (Figure 8)
4.1.21 The area south of the site of the Friary and the Mill Burn was investigated to see if
any remnant of the Friary precinct remained. The elusive leper hospital would in all
likelihood have been outside of the village boundaries, but probably close to an
ecclesiastical establishment, which often provided primary care. A medieval reference
states that hospital and friary shared a common boundary and water source. This
enclosure was under pasture at the time of survey and several earthworks were visible
including a distinctive ridge running east-west across the field. To complicate matters
further it appears that medieval cross ridge and furrow has been ploughed and then
later modifications have altered the pattern.
4.1.22 Towards the northern sector of the survey transect a number of low intensity bipolar
anomalies were detected. The western anomaly (73) was some 20m in length and 5m
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wide. It is not clear what this anomaly represents, but the type and magnitude of the
response might suggest a ceramic origin (bricks, tiles etc.). A similar anomaly (74)
was detected some 25m towards the east at the transect edge. This has a more
structured appearance with part of a negative right angle feature visible. The third
bipolar feature (75) was located in an area where building rubble was known to have
been dumped.
4.1.23 Within the central area of the field, aligned east-west, is a slightly curved linear
negative anomaly (76). This feature appears to change direction acutely towards the
south, but presents as a more diffuse feature (77). The width of the feature, which is
likely to be a stone wall foundation, is c. 1.5m. Just north and contiguous with the
suspected wall foundation (76) a broad slightly negative semi-rhomboid (78) can be
seen. This may be part of the disrupted ridge and furrow, but this is a tenuous
assessment. The kinked linear feature (79) is probably a modern water pipe leading
from the rather luxurious animal hut. This joins the prominent linear bipolar feature
towards the south (80) which is the response from a wire fence.
4.1.24 An anomalous area (81), which shows some negative response, was detected towards
the south-west of the survey transect. This area forms a platform on the ground and
could be archaeologically significant. A strongly positive anomaly (82) with a
negatively responsive periphery was detected which appeared to cross the modern
fence line. Its size was estimated at 28m by 15m, with at least one internal (negative)
sub-division. The major axis of the building was east-west. Although the feature
crosses the linear anomaly (80), and substantial interference is present, many useful
features can be detected. This feature is probably a large building which has stone
foundations. The very strong positive internal response is common in such features
and is caused by general anthropogenic activity. An enclosure ditch (83), some 23m
by 12m in size is located directly south of this building, and upon the same alignment.
Additional linear features may be associated with this enclosure, and the building and
enclosure would appear to be contemporary. No building is shown on the 1865 O.S.
map at this location.
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4.2

Resistivity Profile Survey

4.2.1

Resistance profiling was carried out on Area 5, as results from the magnetometer
survey, indicated strong responses and potentially deep ditch features that would be
particularly suitable for investigation using this particular technique.

4.2.2

Bamburgh Egg
Zero metre on this profile is in the northern corner of the field extending south over
the enclosure (See below).
Field Corner
39 50.74
75.283
269.531
38 50. 73
72. 811
37 267.839
50.62
73.025
266.976

36 50.71
70.423
265.781

40

50.03

88.747
265.130
41 49.58
89.423
263.951

42 49.32
95.153
264.001

43 48.60
106.420
263.878

35 51.28
52.039
257.232

250

1 46.70
126.796
248.757
2 46.82
125.174
246.830
3 46.96
122.879
244.124
4 47.07
120.589
241.474

5 47.28
117.742
237.829

6 47.53
114.389
234.024

7 47.95
110.220
229.588

8 48.32
107.399
226.332

9 48.75
103.940
222.721
10 49.10
101.150
220.118

Field Corner

11 49.45
98.402
216.624

12 49.71
95.980
213.379
34 48.85
-44.839
211.371

13 49.99
93.476
210.229

14 50.23
90.837
206.931

200

33 48.78
-62.532
204.059

15 50.46
87.799
203.023
16 50.56
86.716
201.708
17 50.56
85.478
200.210

32 48.94
-67.461
202.252

18 50.62
82.331
196.462

31 48.89
-66.730
193.439

19 50.60
79.583
192.628

20 50.50
76.292
189.239

Resistivity Transect

21 50.35
73.562
185.984
30

48.99
-65.764
184.574
22 50.16
70.442
182.219

23 49.89
67.200
178.493

24 49.66
64.324
175.033

29 49.15
-64. 466
171.971

25 49.34
61.239
171.504

26 48.89
58.373
167.788

27 48.48
55.156
164.142

28 47.98
51.709
160.462

150

100
Point on Fence (same as Barrows)

44 43.69
171.447
78.962

-50

4.2.3

0

50

100

150

200

Inversion Profile
A very defined vertical boundary can be seen at 32m. This I believe ties in with the
previous magnetic survey carried out showing a circular ditch anomaly around the
egg. From the above profile this appears to be too steep and deep to be man made but
it is possible. The variations to the south of the vertical boundary are probable
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geological, although there could be shallow pockets of loose fill around 64m -96m.
(see data profiles)
4.2.4

Further profiles around the east and west of the Egg would be required to see if the
vertical boundary continues.
Typical Electrical Resistivities of Materials in ohm metre
Clay
1-60
Sand, Wet to Moist
20-200
Shale
1-500
Sandstone
150-450
Porous Limestone
100-1,000
Dense Limestone
1,000-1,000,000
Metamorphic Rocks
50-1,000,000
Igneous Rocks
100-1,000,000

5.0

FIELDWALKING RESULTS

5.1

In order to further investigate the Area 5, which had produced such a rich variety of
anomalies on the geophysical survey, fieldwalking was undertaken over an area
totalling 1 hectare in February 2005. A grid based on 10m by 10m squares was used
with each square walked for 6 minutes, and all finds bagged together. The grid was
tied into the Ordnance Survey digital map using a Leica TC600 total station. The
survey was carried out by over 30 members of the village and local community, aided
by members of the BRP.

5.2

For comparison, early pottery was divided into broad groupings of medieval and early
post-medieval, with later pottery types (18th century onwards) more precisely
differentiated. Medieval pottery, of fabrics dating to between the 12 th and 15th
centuries, saw a concentration in the eastern area of the survey, especially the northeastern corner (Figure 9). There was also a scatter of early post-medieval (16 th and
17th centuries) pottery across the area, with no particular concentrations (Figure 9).

5.3

Clay tobacco pipe was divided into early post-medieval (17th century), 18th and 19th
centuries. They were distributed fairly evenly over the field, with only minor,
localised concentrations (Figure 10). Glass showed a few very localised
concentrations within the walked area, with one square producing 22 shards, almost
all vessel glass, with a general concentration in the middle rows of the area. Almost
all of the glass, both vessel and window, is likely to date from the 19 th or 20th
centuries, although a few shards may be 18th century in date. Several of the shards of
clear glass had graduated marks, either embossed or acid etched. There were also one
or two poison bottles and the wine glass type foot, noted in Square 47, which, given
its thickness, could be the base of another measuring vessel. There is thus a
suggestion that the village pharmacist is contributing to the material (Figure 13).

5.3

A total of eighteen pieces of worked flint were recovered from the field (Figure 10).
No particular concentrations were noted, although the north-western portion of the
fieldwalked area did not produce any material. The recovered pieces produced only
two implements; parts of a broken blade and a blade scraper, both of probable
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Mesolithic date. The remainder are probably of Neolithic or Bronze Age date, being
for the most part waste flakes.
5.4

After pottery, the most abundant find type was ceramic building material (cbm), of
which over 7kg was recovered (Figure 13). In addition, small quantities of animal
bone, iron copper and lead, slate and slag were found. The building materials (cbm
and slate) show a slight concentration in the north-east quarter of the area, although
there are minor groupings from all over the walked area. Its relative abundance is
probably due to its highly visible nature on the ground compared with other types of
artefact, and the slight concentration is probably due to the proximity of standing
buildings in that area. Bone breaks up on prolonged exposure to air, which would
explain the small, eroded pieces recovered, and the high proportion of teeth found.
The remaining artefact types were too few to generate any meaningful conclusions.
None of these finds show signs of being earlier than the post-medieval period, and
appear to represent the dumping of rubbish and manuring of the field in this period.

6.0

EXCAVATION RESULTS

6.1

A single trench, measuring 10m north to south by 2m east to west, was excavated
over the east-west oriented magnetometer anomaly (82), identified as a possible
structure, in the southern part of geophysical Area 7 (Figure 8, Plate 5). This feature
was chosen following the assessment of the geophysical survey areas for a candidate
for the medieval hospital. The feature being potentially a stone built structure located
in one of the candidate areas for the hospital, close to the known position of the Friary
site.

6.2

The investigation revealed no archaeological features within the trench. Natural
subsoil 303, a mixed layer of orange-brown and pinkish red clay and gravel, with
several limestone boulders visible in it was exposed at the base of the trench. This was
overlaid by a topsoil 301 which comprised a dark brown silty sand, 0.25 to 0.4m deep,
overlying a layer of loose reddish brown sandy silt 302, 0.15 to 0.4m deep and
interpreted as a relict plough soil.

6.3

There is no evidence of any archaeological features in the excavated area. The origin
of the anomaly on the geophysical survey is uncertain. It may have been created by a
combination of the mixed natural subsoil with its boulders, and the rough grass to
either side of a wire fence to produce the rectilinear negative anomaly.

6.4

While it was excavated by machine, care was taken to recover as many finds as
possible. The trench however produced very few finds. Eight pieces of pottery,
ranging from the 13th to 18th centuries in date, were recovered. This seems
comparatively few for being so near to the Dominican friary, the remains of which,
both standing and identified through excavation, lie 200m to the north. The site was in
use for two hundred years as a friary, and occupied as a farm until the 1990s when it
was converted to houses. The relict ploughsoil would appear to be post-medieval in
date, so the apparent lack of artefacts is unexpected. The hospital of St. Mary must lie
elsewhere, however some or all of the remaining geophysical anomalies in this field
may still be archaeological in origin.
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7.0

DISCUSSION

7.1

Geophysical survey, especially magnetometry, has produced a wealth of new
information, and has, almost certainly, identified both elements of the medieval town
and previously unknown archaeological sites. Fieldwalking of one of these sites has
directly involved villagers and other local inhabitants in the collection of
archaeological data, and has shown evidence of limited activity from the Mesolithic to
Bronze Age periods, while pottery has been found from the late 12 th to the 20th
centuries. The limited excavation failed to establish the location of the medieval
hospital of St. Mary whose discovery must await further fieldwork.

7.2

Area 4 of the geophysical survey, between the parish church and the rectory would
appear to have produced evidence of the medieval settlement at Bamburgh. What
appear to be stone-founded buildings appear close to the present road, while a number
of boundary ditches lead back from them forming several enclosures, c. 20m wide,
some of which are consistent with the long, narrow burgage plots, typical of medieval
urban planning. It is of note however that 20m is very much on the large side for such
features in general, and for Bamburgh in particular, where the spacing of what are
likely to be such plots on Front Street are in the order of 10 to 13m in width. The
more complicated anomalies to the rear of these enclosures are of great interest but
their interpretation is distinctly problematic. They could represent elements within a
wider ecclesiastical site, as previously speculated, or part of the medieval or even
early medieval secular settlement pattern.

7.3

Area 5 of the survey, located to the south of the Mizen Head, produced the most
startling geophysical results. The newly identified enclosure site encompasses an area
of almost 1 hectare with a perimeter of over 350m. It is formed from a large ditch, up
to 8m in width and of unknown depth, with the much degraded remains of an inner
bank (Figure 4). The site has been unofficially named the 'Bamburgh Egg'. Internal
features include possible rectangular and circular buildings, which may suggest
occupation over an extended period. The magnetometer survey shows a stronger
response at the north side of the enclosure ditch, although this is likely to be due to the
steeper topography of the southern side, with hillwash partly hiding this section. No
entrance has been certainly identified, although two are speculated on, with the one in
the north-western section, close by the modern road, the best candidate. Elsewhere in
the survey, the north-east corner may contain structural features, of stone that may
relate to part of the medieval town, which could easily have extended this far west.

7.4

Fieldwalking finds were mainly late post-medieval in date (18th to 20th centuries) and
show the practice of manuring the fields and rubbish dumping from the backs of the
adjacent houses. There was however a slight concentration of medieval pottery along
the eastern part of the survey area, particularly the north-east corner, which may
support the interpretation that the structures from the geophysical survey are part of
the medieval township. Collected flint ranges from the earlier Mesolithic to the
Bronze Age, and comprises mainly waste material.

7.5

The Mizen Head on which the ‘Bamburgh Egg’ stands is a ridge of high ground
overlooking the rest of the village, and which is the highest point in the immediate
area of Bamburgh - other than the castle itself. As such it is of considerable strategic
importance and the defence aspect of such a massive ditch is likely to have been
formidable. Moreover if the feature was to be contemporary with the use of the
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Lucker Road thoroughfare, which the speculated entranceway to the enclosure may
indicate, it would control this route and dominate access to the castle site from the
west in general. The date of the enclosure remains unknown. As discussed in the
geophysical survey section, any date from the 2nd millennium BC is possible,
although a date in the pre-Roman Iron Age is perhaps more likely. The area of north
Northumberland northwards shows a marked concentration of enclosed sites, both
upland and lowland, and includes single farmsteads, and larger defended sites of
similar size to the 'egg' (Burgess 1984, 166-71). This site may be a previously
unknown example of a lowland 'hillfort' of this period. Nevertheless it is conceivable
that the enclosure might date from considerably later. Excavation at Yeavering,
Northumberland investigated an enclosure first revealed by aerial photography that
was interpreted as a massive coral. Although very different in form, as the Yeavering
enclosure was a timber feature without a ditch, it is nevertheless possible that the
‘egg’ could have performed a similar function (Hope-Taylor, 1977).
7.6

Area 6, immediately over the modern road to the north-west of the 'egg', occupies the
remaining part of the Mizen Head ridge. Here again, although the results are less well
defined, geophysics has revealed what appears to be an enclosed or defended site.
Internal features, including possible structures and discrete pit features, have also
been identified. Like the 'egg' of Area 5, this enclosure is of unknown date and
function.

7.7

There are significant differences between the two enclosures seen on the Mizen Head
ridge. Area 5 shows what appears to be a single, massive ditch with possible internal
bank, while Area 6 suggests two parallel trenches, possibly for timber defences. As
they are of such different forms, the likelihood is that they date from different periods,
and both occupy part of this high ground because of it's strategic location. It is
possible however that the enclosures were contemporary and were linked (although
now separated by the modern road). If this is indeed the case, then due to it's more
massive construction, it seems more likely that the enclosure in Area 6 acted as an
annex or addition to the Area 5 'Bamburgh Egg'.

7.8

Whether the two sites are linked or separated by centuries, survey - in conjunction
with fieldwalking – has shown that this important vantage point has been occupied
and heavily defended in the prehistoric or early medieval past.

7.9

Area 7 was chosen for survey to try to locate the medieval hospital of St. Mary a
based on the documentary information alluding to its proximity to the Dominican
friary. We know from published medieval records that a dispute during the 13 th
century between the Dominican friary and the hospital over a well stated that the two
institutions shared a common property boundary. This is supported by the 1774
Inclosure Award in which a part of the Mill Burn near the friary is referred to as the
Spitalburn, implying a memory of the hospital in that area. The Mill Burn runs
immediately north of Area 7. This field was therefore seen as a candidate for the
location of the hospital. Geophysical survey results included an east-west anomaly
seen at the southern edge of the survey area, within a possible enclosure, fitting with a
14th century description of the hospital site. The excavation trench has clearly ruled
out the possibility that anomaly 82 was a church indicating that at present the location
of the hospital remains unknown. The name in the Inclosure Award may be a genuine
memory of the hospital's location, implying that the site lies in one of the fields
adjacent to the Friary and Mill Burn. The name may however be a relatively late
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formation, not based on a reliable or early source. Village tradition locates the
hospital immediately east of Ingram Road, on the edge of the present village, where a
well was located on 19th century maps. There is however no record of any remains
found during building work here. The geophysical anomaly must be geological in
origin, although there seems little within the excavated area to account for the
anomaly. While this anomaly has proved not to be of archaeological origin, some or
all of the remaining geophysical anomalies in this field may still represent
archaeological remains.
8.0

CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Funding by the Heritage Lottery Fund has enabled the first substantial archaeological
investigation of Bamburgh Village to take place. It has allowed nearly half of the
adjacent fields to be investigated, some with a number of techniques. The work
involved the enthusiastic involvement of the local community in recovering
archaeological data and relating local information concerning now lost aspects of the
village.

8.2

A mass of new information has been collected, with the discovery of a number of
previously unknown archaeological sites. Part of the medieval town, or part of an
ecclesiastical complex, has been identified to the west of the parish church. Two large
enclosures occupy the high ground of the Mizen Head, overlooking the village. One
of these, the 'Bamburgh Egg' is particularly impressive, and has the potential to be
multi-phase.

8.3.1

As well as providing valuable information, the Your Heritage grant will form the
basis for further work in future years. More survey is needed, to find the extent of the
medieval town, locate the hospital, and to possibly locate the Anglo-Saxon
predecessor of the town. It is also intended that excavation of the newly-discovered
sites take place to firmly establish their date, nature and importance.
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Appendix I: Pottery Glass and Clay Tobacco Pipe, Analysis and Catalogue
by J. Vaughan, Northern Counties Archaeological Services

Pottery
Material was ‘rapid scanned’ and a date, or type, bracket assigned to sherds. The numbers in each category per
square were then entered in a database table.
The categories used were:
Medieval: It was decided to have a single medieval category as, because of the small size and abraded nature of
the material, a distinction between ‘early’ and ‘late’ was difficult to maintain. The date range can only be given
as broadly late 12th to 15th century although a relatively large proportion of the sherds fell into the early part of
this range, being a coarsely gritted fabric comparable with one of the small groups of material from the Barrows
excavation. These included some jar rims. There were also jug rims and a few handles in finer and glazed wares.
The medieval material showed a concentration in the first three (eastern) rows -i.e. there was a higher
proportion of medieval sherds than simply the result of the overall concentration of material here.
Early post medieval, i.e. 16th – possibly early 18th century: Most of the fragments were red earthenwares many
with slip trailed decoration of typical 17th century type. In north Northumberland a pale red fabric is common
which is lighter than the ‘Metropolitan’ type redwares found in large numbers on Tyneside. This material may
well be from a local production centre. There was one piece of Cistercian ware in Square 34 and a fragment of
Westerwald stoneware in Square 11. The single sherd of Cistercian ware, indicating 16th century activity, might
perhaps suggest that some of the ‘medieval’ sherds –the green glazed later type – might also be early post
medieval. This type does continue into the 16th century, and later in Scotland, and it seems unlikely that there
would only be one or two sherds of this date. Two other possible 16th century fragments were a chip from a
German stoneware frilled base and a piece of blackware.
Sherds in this date category occurred in smaller numbers than the medieval. There was a slight concentration,
though not as noticeable as for the medieval, in the two eastern ‘rows’ but in the middle part of the area
proportions were about the same, while the two westernmost rows had slightly more. Quantities are however
small and statistics such as this should be interpreted with caution.
Late red earthenwares: Most of the sherds are Tyneside/Wearside type ‘brownwares’ which were made from
the early 18th century through the 19th and into the 20th century. These are mostly kitchen wares, large bowls
with internal white slip, storage vessels etc. Some are unglazed flower pot type. These types are difficult to date
in isolation.
18th century: A small amount of material has been counted as 18th century. This includes a few bits of
creamware, one of which was a typical plate rim with moulded edge. However, most small plain creamware
fragments have been included with the ‘refined whiteware’ – although creamware is an 18th c. type not all
cream coloured earthenware is 18th century!
Refined whiteware: Late 18th century onwards The largest number of fragments fell into this category. This is
the standard white pottery often loosely, and unhelpfully, called ‘Victorian’ by archaeologists and lay people
alike. Some of the sherds are probably pearlware (this has a bluish tint to the glaze) which starts in late 18th
century (i.e. pre-Victoria) and remains popular through to the 1830s. Transfer printing also starts in late 18th
century - colours other than blue, black or brown are 1820s or later.
Other late post medieval : China/porcelain (distinguishable from whiteware because it is translucent i.e. held up
to light shadows can be seen through it). It is unlikely that there is any early (18th century) material amongst
this. The group also includes utilitarian wares such as jam jars – buff or grey fabrics - and miscellaneous
earthenwares.
Queries: difficult to date even broadly
In the details for the pottery records the comments follow the same order as the fields and the categories are
separated by semi-colons.
The proportions of the types are shown in the pie chart.
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otherlpm
14%

queries
2%

Med
11%
Epmed
6%

late red
12%
18th
1%

ref w w
54%

Clay Pipe
Some of the same categories used for the pottery have been used, where appropriate, for the clay pipe. Dating is
almost completely by looking at the stem bores. Although this is not a precise guide, especially for the 18th
century, it gives a general indication. Large bores have been counted as early post medieval (17th century) and
very small ones as late post medieval’ i.e. 19th century. Some in between sizes have been assigned to 18th
century, though they could be late 17th (and some of 17th could be early 18th) but it gives a broad idea.
The only maker’s mark was of Tennant, Berwick in Square 99. The fragment of cross hatched heart in the next
door square could be the same pipe. These fragments belong to the 2 nd half of the 19th century as does the TW
mark in Square 67. This is not a maker’s mark; it is found with different names, including Tennant, along the
stem. TW is though to refer to the type of pipe.
queries
10%
Epmed
29%

19th c.
39%

18th c?
22%

Glass
The glass was of a narrower date range than either the pottery or the clay pipes and also showed a different
pattern of distribution – see bar chart below – in that it was concentrated in the middle rows of the fieldwalking
area.
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Although some of the dark green fragments could possibly be from 18th century wine bottles, given the other
material present a 19th century date is perhaps more likely. A few of the fragments of window glass were quite
thin and therefore also possibly of 18th century date, but quite likely to have been broken and discarded later
than this. It is also possible that some small flat fragments are actually from flat sided flasks rather than
windows. Several fragments of clear glass had graduated marks, either embossed or acid etched. There were
also one or two poison bottles and the wine glass type foot noted in Square 47, given its thickness could be the
base of another measuring vessel. There is thus a suggestion that the village pharmacist is contributing to the
finds spread.

window
9%

dark green
25%

other
18%

light green
22%

clear.
39%

30.0%

20.0%

glass
pot
10.0%

clay pipe

0.0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rows (1 =1-10, 2=11-20 etc)

Abbreviations used in notes are as follows (others should be obvious):
Blgre – black glazed red earthenware
Dec - decorated
Epmed – early post medieval
Ggl – green glazed
Gl - glazed
Gr – gritty
Lgresl – late glazed red earthenware with slip coating
Lpm – late post medieval
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Med – medieval
Ref ww – refined whiteware
Tp – transfer printed
Util – utilitarian wares such as jam jars
Whgr – white gritty

Trial Trench Pottery
Eight fragments of pottery were recovered from the excavation. Three were post medieval and five medieval.
Context [301]:
A chipped rim of a slip trailed dish
An elaborate jar rim in a light grey/orange fabric with some thin internal glaze
A brown glazed red earthenware base – a small mug or jug
A small medieval fragment
Context [302]:
A base fragment in light red fabric with grey core
A base fragment , grey cored fabric with buff surfaces and patch of green glaze.
A small rectangular jar rim in pale orange fabric with light grey brown core, some spots of glaze.
A thin orange fragment with grey core.
The jar rim in [301] is possibly a local post medieval type of broadly 17th century date. The dish rim is also this
date but the brown glazed base is probably 18th century. The medieval sherds, which were small and abraded,
are probably 13th century. The absence of any later material indicates a different land use history to the area
fieldwalked but the assemblage is too small to lend itself to further interpretation.
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Appendix II: Lithic Material
By Kristian L.R. Pedersen
Introduction
The collection of lithic material described in this report derived from an investigation based on fieldwalking. A
total of twenty-four pieces of flint were collected, but six of these (No, 8, 15, 28, 31, 34, 36) showed no signs of
having been worked.
Description
No diagnostic artefacts occurred in this collection of lithic material. Most of the finds represent debitage from
the secondary stage of reduction, although three flakes from the primary reduction sequence are present. A
single tool occurs in the collection—a small scraper No. 27), likely produced on a blade. Insofar as this piece is
broken, with only the distal end present, it is not possible to determine this with absolute certainty; however, the
balance of probability is in favour of this being a blade scraper. Such artefacts are usually associated with the
Mesolithic or the earlier phases of the Neolithic, when blades were the preferred basis for tool production. In
addition to the scraper, there is a blade fragment (No. 17) which is also likely to derive from the Mesolithic or
the incipient phases of the Neolithic. This blade is quite wide and because of this there is a possibility that it
derives from the earlier Mesolithic; the patination also suggests that it has been exposed to extreme weathering
through time and in harsh conditions, which would agree with its assignation to the earlier Mesolithic.
Nevertheless, as it is a broken piece its relatively width cannot be determined and a single artefact is not
sufficient for a metrical assignation of the piece to a specific period.
The remainder of the collection probably derives from the Neolithic or Bronze Age. This supposition is based
strictly on the size of the flint pieces and their blocky characteristics, which is more usual in the aforementioned
periods. Moreover, on the single specimen (No. 29) where a bulb of percussion remains it is possible to
determine that it was struck using the hard-hammer technique because of the absence of any discernible ‘lip’.
Again, this is insufficient to assign a single piece to the Neolithic or Bronze Age but it does agree with the
blocky character of the flint collection.
The flint seems to consist chiefly of material collected from the beach at Bamburgh or in the immediate vicinity.
This is based on the presence of marine patination on some of the pieces. In some instances, it is possible to
infer a marine origin for the flint from the nature of the cortex as well. Half of the material bears cortex (No. 2,
5, 7, 9, 16, 27, 38, 41, 42), which is quite common for assemblages in Northumberland as the flint pebbles
available for working are small and it is difficult to remove all traces of cortex even in the advanced stages of
reduction.
Conclusions
The lithic collection from field BV05 consists of eighteen pieces of worked flint, deriving from at least two
distinct periods—the Mesolithic and the Neolithic-Bronze Age. Most of the material is likely to belong to the
Neolithic-Bronze Age and the raw material seems to derive from local sources, namely, the Northumberland
coast. The pieces, with the exception of the scraper (No. 27), are all from the primary and secondary reduction
phases. Little concerning behaviour can be inferred from this collection, although it is possible to say that the
field likely affords a palimpsest of prehistoric occupation from the Mesolithic onward.
Table. Lithic Material from the Field BV05
No.
Description
1
A broken blade with scars from previous
reduction strikes. The flint is strongly
patinated, with a white-blue tinge, but this
likely arose from weathering rather than
exposure to marine conditions.
2
Fragment of a flake, with a small portion of
cortex remaining. This cortex shows
characteristic signs of marine patination
suggesting it was collected from the beach,
but little else can be gleaned from this
piece.
5
A piece of debitage. The material is an
orange-brown colour bearing cortex. The
working is from the initial reduction stages.
6
Small piece of debitage.
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Flint
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Mesolithic-Bronze Age

Flint

1

Mesolithic-Bronze Age
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7

8
9

14
15
16

17

23
25
27

28
29

31
34
36
38
39
41
42
43

A piece of blocky debitage of black flint
with cortex. The cortex shows signs of
marine patination which suggests a local
provenance, i.e., collection from the beach.
A piece of flint from the beach with no
indications of working.
Large piece of flint debitage bearing cortex.
This flint derived from the beach, as its
cortex and some of the flint shows clear
signs of marine patination.
Irregular blade-like debitage in a greybrown flint, showing indications of an hinge
fracture.
A piece of flint deriving with no indications
of working.
A piece of debitage on black flint with
remains of cortex. This piece shows no
indication of patination and is relatively
fresh.
Broken blade with widespread indications
of patination from exposure on the fields.
The original colouring of the flint was light
grey, and the blade is relatively wide.
Debitage produced on a grey flint. This
material is relatively fresh.
A broken flake, probably debitage,
produced on a light grey flint with white
spots.
A small scraper possibly produced on a
blade. This piece has, however, fractured
and its original dimensions cannot be
determined.
A piece of flint with no indications of
having been worked.
A broken piece of debitage, with the bulb of
percussion intact. The characteristics of this
piece suggests that it was struck using an
hard-hammer technique.
A piece of beach flint that shows no
indications of having been worked.
A piece of flint that is stained by iron, but
shows no indications of having been
worked.
A piece of beach flint that shows no
indications of having been worked.
A fragment of irregular debitage with cortex
and indications of patination from
weathering.
Large fragment of burnt flint.
A piece of debitage produced on an orangebrown flint with cortex. No signs of
patination.
Fragment of debitage, produced in an
opaque red-grey flint with cortex.
A flake fragment produced on grey flint.
This piece has lost its bulb of percussion,
but an éraillure flake scar is clearly visible.
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2

Mesolithic-Neolithic
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2

Neolithic-Bronze Age

Flint

2

Mesolithic-Bronze Age

Flint
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Mesolithic-Neolithic

Flint

—

—

Flint

2

Mesolithic-Bronze Age

Flint

—

—

Flint

—

—

Flint

—

—

Flint
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Mesolithic-Bronze Age

Flint
Flint

2
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Mesolithic-Bronze Age
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Appendix III: Other Fieldwalking Finds
By Philip Wood (BRP)

Ceramic Building Material
A total of 326 fragments of ceramic building material (cbm) were recovered from 87 squares, totalling 7.3kg in
weight. Of these, 202 were identified as roof tile, 21 as fragments of brick, the remaining 103 fragments were
too small to identify. The roof tiles were predominantly (c.85%) of a light orange, well fired fabric with few
small sand inclusions, and a smooth top with rough base. The remaining material was mainly of a well-fired red,
with no visible inclusions, sometimes with a thin, dark grey core. Brick fragments were all characteristic of
handmade bricks, although most were too small to estimate original size. All of the material appeared to be of
post-medieval date.

Animal Bone and Shell
Twenty four squares produced a total of 33 fragments of animal bone, totalling 185g in weight. In addition, 4
pieces of shell were recovered from 4 squares, 20g in weight. Of the bone, 12 were teeth fragments, mostly
sheep or goat (6) with one identifiable cow and one pig tooth. The remainder were small pieces of abraded
animal bone. The shell comprised two oyster and two periwinkle shells.

Iron
Eight squares each produced a single find of iron. Six were identified as nails, the remaining two as bolts.

Copper Alloy
Two squares each produced a single find of cu alloy. A pre-decimal penny (date unknown) and a small flat,
undecorated plate of unknown date and function were recovered.

Lead
Three squares each produced one piece of lead. One was a flat piece of melted lead, the other two were unfired
musket balls, probably (due to their size) for pistols.

Slate
A total of 12 pieces of slate, 210g in weight, were recovered from 11 squares. One piece of stone, possibly part
of a hone, was also found. The slate, from the thickness of the fragments, were all from roofs.

Slag
Eleven squares produced 12 pieces of slag, totalling 215g in weight. Seven were identifiable as iron slag, one a
glass slag or piece of molten glass, the remainder were pieces of cinder, from unspecified burning.
In addition, 1 piece of coal, 1 piece of plastic and 1 piece of mortar were found.
The building materials (cbm and slate) show a slight concentration in the north-east quarter of the area, although
there are minor groupings from all over the walked area. Its relative abundance is probably due to its highly
visible nature on the ground, compared with other types of artefact. Bone breaks up on prolonged exposure to
air, which would explain the eroded, small pieces recovered, and the high proportion of teeth found. The
remaining artefact types were too few to generate any meaningful conclusions. None of these finds show signs
of being earlier than the post-medieval period, and appear to represent the dumping of rubbish and manuring of
the field.
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Plate 1

Plate 2

Explaining the principles of fieldwalking

North-east corner of the field with Bamburgh Castle in the background
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Plate 3

Fieldwalking

Plate 4

Fieldwalking
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Plate 5

Excavated trench, geophysical area 7, looking north
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